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SUMMARY
The extracellular matrix (ECM) provides essential cues to promote endothelial specification during tissue development in vivo; corre-

spondingly, ECM is considered essential for endothelial differentiation outside of the body. However, systematic studies to assess the pre-

cise contribution of individual ECM proteins to endothelial differentiation have not been conducted. Further, the multi-component

nature of differentiation protocols makes it challenging to study the underlying mechanisms by which the ECM contributes to cell

fate. In this study, we determined that Laminin 411 alone increases endothelial differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells over

collagen I or Matrigel. The effect of ECM was shown to be independent of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) binding capacity.

We also show that ECM-guided endothelial differentiation is dependent on activation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK), integrin-linked ki-

nase (ILK), Notch, and b-catenin pathways. Our results indicate that ECM contributes to endothelial differentiation through multiple

avenues, which converge at the expression of active b-catenin.
INTRODUCTION

The extracellular matrix (ECM) plays a vital role in tissue

development, providing structural support and cell adhe-

sion domains, transducing mechanical cues, and seques-

tering soluble factors. Knockouts of many major ECM

proteins are lethal in the embryonic or neonatal period,

leading to disorganized and poorly functional tissues

(Sugi and Markwald, 1996; Yang et al., 1999; Alpy et al.,

2005; Majesky, 2018), which indicates an essential role

for ECM in the organization, specification, andmaturation

of tissues in vivo. This, combined with changes in ECM

composition with development (Brown, 2011; Jung et al.,

2012; Rienks et al., 2014; Hortells et al., 2019), has led

many groups to use decellularized tissue ECM to guide

stem cell specification (Duan et al., 2011; Narayanan

et al., 2014; Dzobo et al., 2015; Hoshiba et al., 2016). How-

ever, batch-to-batch variability is common with decellular-

ized tissues, and they contain a large number of proteins,

often in small quantities, whichmakes it difficult to obtain

a thorough understanding of the role of ECM proteins in

cell behavior. A number of studies have approached this

problem from the opposing direction, utilizing individual

ECM components, alone or in combination, to direct cell

behavior (Martino et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2012, 2015,

2016). In this case, knowledge of the fundamental ECM

components and relative abundance in native tissues in-

forms the approach.
Stem Ce
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For endothelial cells, a special type of ECM sheet called

the basement membrane supports cell health and func-

tion. Basement membrane is composed primarily of type

IV collagen and laminins. Laminins are T-shaped hetero-

trimers composed of a, b, and g chains, and are named

based on the chains they contain. For example, laminin

521 is composed of the a5, b2, and g1 chains. Laminin

111 is the most studied laminin due to its presence in the

tumor-derived ECM Matrigel (Hansen et al., 2009; Ho-

henester, 2019). However, its expression in adult tissues is

limited and it is not expressed in the vascular basement

membrane (Wang et al., 2006b), which is instead

composed primarily of laminins 411 and 511 (Thyboll

et al., 2002). During development, laminin 411 is the

most prevalent. Laminin a4-deficient mice typically sur-

vive until birth, although internal bleeding is present in

allmice by the neonatal period and is associatedwith disor-

ganized and discontinuous vascular basement membranes

and reduced expression of type IV collagen (Col IV) and ni-

dogen (Thyboll et al., 2002). The phenotype is likely non-

embryonic lethal due to compensation from the laminin

a5 chain, which is upregulated in the capillaries of laminin

a4-deficient mice (Wang et al., 2006b). While laminin 411

is expressed in all vessels, beginning in development, lam-

inin 511 begins to be expressed postnatally, predominantly

in capillaries and venules (Hallmann et al., 2005; Wang

et al., 2006b). Laminin a5-nullmice die during embryogen-

esis, before it is expressed in blood vessels. However, cell-
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type-specific knockdowns have revealed essential roles in

endothelial barrier properties and shear stress response

(Di Russo et al., 2017; Song et al., 2017). These roles in me-

chanical transduction and barrier function as well as post-

natal expression indicate a role for laminin 511 in the

maturation of the endothelium.

That laminins 411 and 511 are essential for vessel for-

mation and function has been established. Less well un-

derstood are the mechanisms by which laminins 411 and

511 promote endothelial specification and function.

In vivo, endothelial cells are derived from mesoderm. A

number of studies have shown that modulation of the

Wnt b-catenin pathway produces an Flk-1+ mesodermal

population, which mirrors the formation of mesoderm

in vivo. Studies in vivo and in embryonic stem cells

(ESCs) determined that Wnt and vascular endothelial

growth factor(VEGF) were required for induction of an

endothelial lineage from mesoderm (Carmeliet et al.,

1996; Nostro et al., 2008). In human induced pluripotent

stem cells (hiPSCs), activation of Wnt past the induction

of mesoderm is sufficient to induce endothelial differen-

tiation in approximately 20% of cells independent of

exogenous VEGF (Lian et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2015).

Like the majority of existing protocols for the differenti-

ation of endothelial cells, this small-molecule protocol

relies on an ECM substrate. In combination with the

important role of ECM in development, this indicates

that ECM may play a role during in vitro differentiation

of endothelial cells as well. Ullah et al. demonstrated

that decellularized kidney ECM supplemented with

VEGF induced endothelial differentiation in the absence

of other factors and that the differentiation was primarily

due to the ECM’s ability to sequester VEGF and other

growth factors (Ullah et al., 2019). Hou et al. applied a

different approach, using combinations of ECM proteins,

including laminin 111, Matrigel, Col IV, gelatin, heparan

sulfate, and fibronectin, to induce endothelial differenti-

ation (Hou et al., 2016). However, a limitation of this

study was that the majority of effective combinations

included Matrigel, and examination of laminins was

restricted to the non-vascular laminin 111. Ohta et al.

did include laminins 411 and 511 in their study of

matrices to promote endothelial differentiation and

found that a fragment of laminin 411 increased the yield

of CD31+ cells considerably (Ohta et al., 2016). However,

the first several days of culture remained on Matrigel and,

in addition, both a small-molecule Wnt activator and

VEGF were added, meaning that, while they were able

to achieve high purity, the complexity of the protocol

made it difficult to untangle the effects of ECM from

those of growth factors and changes induced by Wnt

activation. Here we demonstrate the significant impact

of the ECM protein laminin 411 alone on endothelial dif-
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ferentiation and identify key signaling pathways respon-

sible for this effect.

RESULTS

Laminin 411 promotes differentiation of human

endothelial cells from hiPSCs

hiPSC specification to endothelial cells has been demon-

strated using small-molecule agonists of Wnt signaling.

Recently, more attention has been paid to the substrate

on which endothelial differentiation can occur; specif-

ically, Matrigel has been replaced with defined basement

membrane proteins. Laminin 411 (LN411) was identified

as a potent substrate to support endothelial differentiation

when cells were switched to LN411-coated plates at day 3 of

differentiation in concert with administration of the Wnt

activator CHIR (Ohta et al., 2016). To determine whether

basement membrane proteins could trigger endothelial

specificationwithout small-moleculeWnt agonists, hiPSCs

were seeded directly onto plates coated with collagen I (Col

I), laminin 111 (LN111), LN411, laminin 511 (LN511), or

Matrigel. These proteins were selected because they are

either present in the vascular basement membrane

(LN411 and LN511) or commonly used substrates for

endothelial differentiation (LN111) or appropriate for use

as a negative control (Col I). Poor attachment of hiPSCs

to Col I, LN411, and LN511 drove the addition of fibro-

nectin (FN), which harbors the cell binding motif RGD,

recognized by cell types, like iPSCs, that express integrin

a4b1. An FN-negative control was therefore added. After

14 days of culture, cells were stained for CD31. A low

but significant level of endothelial differentiation was de-

tected on FN + LN411 (approximately 1.5%) (Figures 1A

and 1C). No other condition showed any significant differ-

entiation, indicating that LN411 promotes endothelial dif-

ferentiation independent of small-molecule-driven Wnt

activation.

In a subsequent experiment, the small-molecule Wnt

activator CHIR was added on days 0 and 1 of differentia-

tion to determine if the ECM and CHIR were working

through the same or different mechanisms. Cells were

fixed at day 14 and stained for the endothelial marker

CD31. In the presence of CHIR, LN411 + FN showed

significantly more differentiation than Matrigel, FN, or

Col I + FN (approximately 17%) (Figures 1B and 1D).

This result was confirmed by flow cytometry (Figure S4).

This result indicates that without exogenous growth fac-

tors or matrix switching from Matrigel, LN411 has a pos-

itive effect on endothelial differentiation. The increased

differentiation beyond that seen without CHIR and the

difference in differentiation depending on matrix indicate

that these effects are additive and can be combined to

improve differentiation efficiency.



Figure 1. Evaluation of ECM coatings for
endothelial differentiation of hiPSCs
(A) Representative immunofluorescence im-
ages showing CD31 staining (red) and DAPI
(blue) following differentiation of hiPSCs on
ECM-coated plates without the addition of
small molecules to drive differentiation. F,
fibronectin; C, collagen I; 111, laminin 111;
411, laminin 411; 511, laminin 511; M, Ma-
trigel.
(B) Representative immunofluorescence im-
ages showing CD31 staining (red) and DAPI
(blue) following differentiation of hiPSCs to
endothelial cells using CHIR on ECM-coated
plates.
(C) CD31 area normalized to DAPI area
following differentiation of hiPSCs on ECM-
coated plates in the absence of exogenous
factors. Each condition was normalized to
the Matrigel control. n R 5 wells per condi-
tion, which includes at least three indepen-
dent experimental replicates per condition.
**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
(D) CD31 area normalized to DAPI area
following differentiation of hiPSCs on ECM-
coated plates with CHIR addition on days
0 and 1. Each condition was normalized to
the Matrigel control. n R 5 wells per condi-
tion, which includes at least three indepen-
dent experimental replicates per condition.
*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
Laminin 411 promotes differentiation of endothelial

cells from murine PSCs

Because the level of differentiation of hiPSCs was relatively

low in the absence of CHIR, and all conditions required a

possibly confounding FN base, we transitioned to murine

iPSCs (miPSCs). miPSCs were selected owing to their ability

to readily attach to the individual ECMcomponents.While

miPSCs are a useful model system in this context, it is

important to note that mouse and human iPSCs do differ

in gene expression (Schnerch et al., 2010; Paul, 2013).

Notably, miPSCs express a higher level of integrin b1
than hiPSCs (Figure S3C) (Schnerch et al., 2010). This dif-

ference in adhesion protein expression is consistent with

differences in matrix adhesion observed in culture, where

miPSCs more readily adhere to a variety of substrates,

including LN411 alone. The ability of miPSCs to adhere

to LN411 without the addition of other ECM proteins to

provide adhesion domains allows investigation of the

role of LN411 without confounding factors. miPSCs were

plated on tissue culture plates coated with ECM protein

Col I, LN111, LN411, or LN511. After 14 days of culture

in minimal medium, cells were stained for the endothelial
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 569–583 j March 8, 2022 571



marker CD31. Differentiation on LN111 or LN411 resulted

in significantly more CD31+ cells (approximately 44%)

than differentiation on Col I (Figure 2A) or Col IV (Fig-

ure S3A). This difference was not based on differing protein

coating concentrations (Figure S1). The higher level of dif-

ferentiation compared with hiPSCs could result from the

absence of FN in the miPSC cultures. As no significant dif-

ferentiation of hiPSCs is seen on FN, it may be providing

signals that either inhibit endothelial differentiation or

promote differentiation to another cell type. In either

circumstance, the FN may have muted the signal for endo-

thelial differentiation provided by LN411, resulting in less

endothelial differentiation of the hiPSCs compared with

miPSCs.

To determine whether mPSC sourcing influenced endo-

thelial differentiation, murine ESCs (mESCs) were plated

on tissue culture plates coated with Col I or LN411 and

cultured for 14 days in minimal medium, at which time

theywere stained for CD31. As inmiPSCs, LN411 produced

a significantly higher number of CD31+ cells. LN411-

guided endothelial differentiation was conserved across

mouse cell lines despite their different origins (iPSCs versus

ESCs), indicating that LN411 could be a powerful tool for

endothelial differentiation regardless of stem cell source

(Figure S2).

A 3D culture environment enhances laminin 411-

guided differentiation of miPSCs

During development, differentiation takes place in a dy-

namic, 3D environment. It has been previously reported

that in most cases, 3D differentiation reflects that in 2D;

however, 3D differentiation is magnified (Liu et al., n.d.;

Martino et al., 2009; Riccio et al., 2010; Jung et al., 2016;

Chandrasekaran et al., 2017; Fleischer et al., 2019). To

determine how a 3D environment affects endothelial

differentiation with ECM, miPSCs were encapsulated in

polyethylene glycol (PEG)-ECM composite hydrogels con-

taining Col I or LN411 and cultured in minimal medium

for 14 days, at which time the gels were stained for the

endothelial marker CD31. Mirroring what was seen in

2D, LN411 gels contained significantly more CD31+ cells

than Col I-containing gels. Indeed, the effect of the ECM

was magnified substantially in 3D, with up to 60% of cells

becoming CD31+ in the PEG-LN411 composites (Fig-

ure 2B). In addition, tube-like structures were seen in

some PEG-LN411 composites, indicating functionality of

the endothelial cells differentiated in the composite gels.

Functional assessment of murine endothelial cells

The resulting murine endothelial cells were assessed for

functional behavior: reuptake of low-density lipoprotein

(LDL) and tube formation on Matrigel (Figures 2C and

2D). LDL reuptake was measured in the well directly
572 Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 569–583 j March 8, 2022
following differentiation and without cell sorting. Despite

the higher number of endothelial cells on LN411, LDL re-

uptake did not differ significantly between cells differenti-

ated on Col I or LN411. However, LDL colocalization with

CD31 was significantly higher in cells differentiated on

LN411 (Figure S3B), indicating the reason for the lack of

difference in LDL reuptake was contaminating cell types,

which also take up LDL. Tube formation was performed

with a total number of cells equal to the optimal cell den-

sity for the Matrigel tube formation assay multiplied by

the fraction of cells differentiated to endothelial cells in

that condition. No significant difference in tube length or

number of branch points was observed between cells differ-

entiated on Col I or LN411. Since numbers of endothelial

cells were normalized between conditions, the absence of

a significant difference between the conditions indicates

that endothelial cells differentiated on either protein

coating are equally functional.

VEGF stimulation enhances endothelial

differentiation independent of matrix coating

Vascular development has been shown to be dependent on

VEGF, with VEGF-null or heterozygous mice showing se-

vere defects in endothelial cell development and vascular

morphogenesis (Shalaby et al., 1995; Ferrara et al., 1996).

In vitro, VEGF is commonly utilized to promote endothelial

differentiation (Yamashita et al., 2000; Nourse et al., 2010;

Patsch et al., 2015; Ohta et al., 2016; Ge et al., 2018; Ullah

et al., 2019). Because of this, it was important to under-

stand how VEGF addition alters endothelial differentia-

tion, as this would provide important insight into whether

ECM-VEGF interactions were responsible for differences in

ECM-guided endothelial differentiation. Tissue culture

plates were coated with Col I and LN411. After the plates

were washed with PBS, VEGF was incubated on the ECM-

coated plates for 30 min before another wash with PBS.

miPSCs were seeded onto the ECM-coated wells preincu-

bated with VEGF and cultured for 14 days in minimal

medium (without VEGF) before being stained for the endo-

thelialmarker CD31. VEGF incubation increased differenti-

ation significantly, and to similar degrees, on both ECM

proteins (Figures 3A and 3B).

Given the increase in differentiation seen in cell culture

experiments with VEGF incubation, it was important to

understand how efficiently VEGF binds to Col I and

LN411. At the concentration used for the cell culture exper-

iments, the VEGF in the supernatant was too dilute to be

detected by ELISA, so a series of higher concentrations

were incubated with Col I and LN411 for 30 min and the

supernatants were reserved for ELISA. VEGF binding to

Col I and LN411 was not significantly different at any of

the concentrations tested (Figure 3C), which indicates

that differential binding of VEGF found in serum or
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(legend on next page)
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produced by the iPSCs to the ECM is likely not the cause of

the observed difference in efficiency of endothelial differ-

entiation between Col I and LN411.

Mechanism of ECM-guided endothelial

differentiation

Cells interact with ECM through cell-surface receptor in-

tegrins, which cluster at focal adhesions. Integrin binding

can activate a number of downstream pathways, beginning

with activation of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (Guan and

Shalloway, 1992; Schaller et al., 1992; Zhao and Guan,

2011). This can lead to activation of another member of

the focal adhesion complex, integrin-linked kinase (ILK).

We hypothesized that LN411-induced endothelial differ-

entiation is dependent on activation of integrins, and

therefore FAK. ILK was considered as a possible component

of the mechanism of differentiation, as links between ILK

and b-catenin have been shown (de la Puente et al., 2015)

and it is known that b-catenin activation promotes endo-

thelial differentiation (Lian et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2015).

To determine if FAK and ILK were involved in ECM-based

endothelial differentiation, miPSCs were seeded onto Col

I- or LN411-coated plates. On days 1–14, inhibitors of

FAK and ILK were added to the cell culture medium. Anal-

ysis of CD31 staining revealed that addition of the inhibi-

tors reduced differentiation on LN411 to the level seen

on Col I without affecting cell viability (Figure S5C), which

supported the idea that ECM engagement was activating

integrin signaling through FAK and ILK (Figures 4A and

4B).

Laminins have previously been shown to increase

expression of the Notch ligand Dll4 in endothelial cells

(Estrach et al., 2011). Resulting cleavage of the Notch intra-

cellular domain (NICD) is important in the context of

endothelial differentiation because Notch can sequester

active b-catenin at the membrane and because an NICD-

b-catenin complex can form, which activates a set of genes
Figure 2. Evaluation of ECM coatings for endothelial differentiat
(A) Representative immunofluorescence images showing CD31 stainin
coated plates. Graph shows CD31 area normalized to DAPI area followi
condition, which includes at least three independent experimental re
laminin 111; 411, laminin 411; 511, laminin 511.
(B) Representative immunofluorescence images showing CD31 stai
encapsulated in 3D PEG-ECM composites containing either Col I or LN
LN411 composite gel. White arrowheads indicate the tube-like struct
area following differentiation of miPSCs in PEG-ECM composites. n R
experimental replicates per condition. ***p < 0.001.
(C) Representative immunofluorescence images showing LDL (red) reu
LDL area per DAPI area is shown for both conditions. No significant diff
least three independent experimental replicates per condition.
(D) Representative bright-field images of a Matrigel tube formation
tification of total tube length and number of branch points for both co
wells per condition, which includes at least three independent exper
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associated with arterial specification (Hayward et al., 2005;

Yamamizu et al., 2010; LaFoya et al., 2016; Park et al.,

2018). Therefore, an inhibitor of Notch signaling was

added ondays 1–14 of differentiation to determine if Notch

plays a role in LN411-guided endothelial differentiation.

Similar to the inhibitors of ILK and FAK, the Notch inhibi-

tor reduced endothelial differentiation on LN411 to the

level seen in the Col I control without affecting cell

viability (Figure S5C), indicating that Notch signaling

does support endothelial differentiation on LN411 (Figures

4A and 4B).

The role of b-catenin in endothelial differentiation has

been well established (Lian et al., 2014; Bao et al., 2015),

as have links to ILK and Notch signaling (Hayward et al.,

2005; de la Puente et al., 2015; LaFoya et al., 2016). For

this reason, an inhibitor of b-catenin was added on days

1–14 of differentiation to examine its effects on endothelial

differentiation. Inhibitor of Wnt production-2 (IWP2)

addition reduced the differentiation on LN411. Also, while

the trend was not statistically significant, differentiation

on either substrate in the presence of IWP2 was lower

than that on Col I in the absence of IWP2 (Figures 4A

and 4B). A low level of differentiation does occur in the

Col I control and in the presence of the other three inhib-

itors; however, when IWP2 was present, no differentiation

was found on either ECM, indicating that b-catenin

signaling is required for endothelial differentiation regard-

less of ECM substrate used in this system. Addition of IWP2

did lower cell number at the end of the experiment (Fig-

ure S5C), likely because b-catenin signaling is important

for many cell processes and indicating a need to confirm

the involvement of b-catenin in the following targeted

approach. When stabilized b-catenin (sb-catenin) expres-

sion was induced with doxycycline in inducible stabilized

b-catenin (isb-catenin) mESCs, the difference in CD31

expression between ECM coatings was reduced, and the

level of differentiation on Col I was no different from
ion of miPSCs
g (red) and DAPI (blue) following differentiation of miPSCs on ECM-
ng differentiation of miPSCs on ECM-coated plates. nR 5 wells per
plicates per condition. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001. C, collagen I; 111,

ning (red) and DAPI (blue) following differentiation of miPSCs
411, and bright-field image showing tube formation seen in a PEG-
ures seen in the image. Graph shows CD31 area normalized to DAPI
3 gels per condition, which includes at least three independent

ptake by cells differentiated on either Col I or LN411-coated plates.
erences were observed. nR 4 wells per condition, which includes at

assay performed with cells differentiated on Col I or LN411. Quan-
nditions are shown. No significant differences were observed. nR 5
imental replicates per condition.
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Figure 3. The effect of VEGF stimulation on ECM-guided
endothelial differentiation
(A) Representative immunofluorescence images showing CD31
staining (red) and DAPI (blue) following differentiation on Col I or
LN411 when either PBS (control) or VEGF was incubated with the
ECM prior to cell seeding. C, collagen I; 411, laminin 411; VEGF,
vascular endothelial growth factor.
(B) CD31 area per DAPI area following differentiation on Col I or
LN411 with or without preincubation with VEGF. All conditions
were normalized to the Col I control. n R 5 wells per condition,
which includes at least three independent experimental replicates
per condition. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
(C) Percentage VEGF absorbed compared with VEGF added when
incubated with Col I or LN411, determined by ELISA. n = 4 for all
conditions. No significant differences were observed.
that observed on LN411 (Figures 5A and 5B). This outcome

further supports the involvement of the b-catenin

signaling pathway in the context of ECM-guided differen-

tiation. This is also consistent with our findings in human

iPSCs, where addition of the Wnt activator, CHIR,

improved endothelial differentiation on ECM substrates.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we evaluated ECM coatings for endothelial

differentiation and found that vascular basement mem-

brane-specific LN411 promotes increased endothelial dif-

ferentiation over a Col I control in miPSCs. Similar results

were seen using a 3D culture system, mESCs, and hiPSCs,

indicating that LN411 promotes endothelial specification

across species and cell lines. This builds upon prior studies

that have used ECMas a substrate for small-molecule differ-

entiation of endothelial cells (Lian et al., 2014; Bao et al.,

2015; Ohta et al., 2016) and furthers our understanding

of how ECM and cells interact to inform cell behavior.

ECM-dependent differentiation is potentially advanta-

geous because insoluble ECM can be patterned though 3D

printing to alter tissue specification in a location-dependent

manner, whichwill be essential to the development of com-

plex engineered tissues. For example, tissue vascularization

would largely benefit from the ability to pattern endothelial

differentiation with differentiation to another cell type (Du

et al., 2014; Maiullari et al., 2018). In the case of cardiac tis-

sue, this could be accomplished by patterning LN411 with

a combinatorial ECM that was previously optimized for car-

diomyocyte differentiation (Jung et al., 2015). Similarly,

ECM-based differentiation could be extended to allow

patterning of several cell types to re-create complex func-

tional structures (Ker et al., 2011), like those found in the

glomerulus of the kidney, the re-creation ofwhich is amajor

challenge for tissue engineeringdue to the complexityof the

structure andnumber of cell types (Takasato et al., 2014; Ho-

man et al., 2016; Oxburgh et al., 2017; Hasegawa et al.,

2019).

TheWnt-b-catenin pathway has been well studied in the

context of endothelial differentiation (Wang et al., 2006a;

Sumi et al., 2008; Woll et al., 2008; Patsch et al., 2015; Har-

ding et al., 2017; Shao et al., 2019). In vitro, this insight has

been used to modulate differentiation through the use of

small-molecule Wnt activators (Lian et al., 2014; Bao

et al., 2015). Because of the known link to endothelial dif-

ferentiation, a Wnt activator, CHIR, was added to hiPSCs

cultured on ECM at time points known to promote endo-

thelial differentiation. This experiment revealed that Wnt

activation improves ECM-guided endothelial differentia-

tion in hiPSCs. InmiPSCs, an inhibitor of b-catenin, which

is downstream of Wnt, ablated all endothelial
Stem Cell Reports j Vol. 17 j 569–583 j March 8, 2022 575
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differentiation, indicating that it is a required factor. In

addition, expression of stabilized b-catenin in mESCs abla-

ted the ECM specificity of endothelial differentiation,

bringing the level of differentiation on Col I to the level

of LN411, supporting the involvement of b-catenin in

ECM-guided endothelial specification. It is intriguing

that, while in the mouse the activation of b-catenin did

not further improve differentiation on LN411, the addition

of CHIR, which will also lead to activation of b-catenin, did

improve differentiation on LN411 + FN in human iPSCs.

This difference could reflect (1) the differing systems used

to activate b-catenin; (2) the fact that LN411 alone may

allow for more complete activation than when combined

with FN and, therefore, that b-catenin is alreadymaximally

activated by LN411 in mouse cells; (3) species-specific dif-

ferences in non-ECM factors that contribute to differentia-

tion; or (4) species-specific differences in the pathway link-

ing LN411 engagement to b-catenin activation.

The primary way in which ECM and cells interact is

through cell-surface integrins, which are clustered at focal

adhesions. Activation of integrin b1 by binding to LN111

has been shown to induce endothelial differentiation in

mESCs (Toya et al., 2015) and integrin b1 knockout studies

inembryoidbodieshave revealeddisruptedvessel formation

and increased apoptosis of endothelial progenitor cells (Ma-

lan et al., 2010). Integrin engagement stimulates FAK,which

can phosphorylate many other components of the focal

adhesion complex (Guan and Shalloway, 1992; Schaller

et al., 1992; Zhao and Guan, 2011). FAK inhibition reduced

endothelial differentiation on LN411 to the level seen on

Col I, which indicates that ECM-integrin engagement leads

to the variation indifferentiationbetween thematrices. This

is consistent with previous knockdown studies in mice, in

which blood vessel development was disrupted (Toya et al.,

2015). One of the focal adhesion components that FAK

can activate is ILK, which phosphorylates GSK3b, thereby

activating b-catenin (de la Puente et al., 2015). Inhibition

of ILK during ECM-guided endothelial differentiation also

returned differentiation to baseline levels. This pathway,

ECM/ integrin/ FAK/ ILK/ b-catenin/ endothelial

differentiation, represents one avenue for ECM to induce

endothelial differentiation (Figure 6).

A second avenue for promotion of endothelial differenti-

ation involves both cell-ECM and cell-cell interactions. LN-

integrin interactions have been shown to upregulate the
Figure 4. Inhibition of focal adhesion kinase, integrin-linked k
endothelial differentiation
(A) Representative immunofluorescence images showing CD31 staining
the presence of DMSO or inhibitors of ILK (CPD22), FAK (PF573228), N
(B) CD31 area per DAPI area following differentiation on Col I or LN4
includes at least three independent experimental replicates per cond
within the bracket were significantly different from LN411 control an
Notch ligand Dll4 in endothelial cells (Estrach et al.,

2011). Cell-cell interactions then lead to cleavage of the

NICD. Active b-catenin can be sequestered at the mem-

brane by bound NICD (Hayward et al., 2005; LaFoya

et al., 2016), and this can form a complex that translocates

to the nucleus and activates a set of genes important for

arterial specification (Yamamizu et al., 2010; Park et al.,

2018). Since inhibition of Notch signaling also reduces

LN411-guided endothelial differentiation to baseline, this

pathway, ECM / integrin / Dll4 / Notch / NICD-

b-catenin / upregulation of arterial genes, represents a

second avenue for ECM to induce endothelial differentia-

tion (Figure 6).

In this study, it was determined that ECM-guided endo-

thelial differentiation was not a function of differential

binding of VEGF to particular ECM proteins, as both Col

I and LN411 bound the same percentage of incubated

VEGF at low concentration, and ECM-VEGF incubation

increased differentiation similarly on both substrates.

However, VEGF signaling may still contribute to the differ-

ence in endothelial differentiation observed between ECM

coatings. For example, this study did not account for

possible differences in VEGF expression induced by ECM.

In addition, VEGF has been shown to interact with both

Notch (Lawson et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2003; Williams

et al., 2006; Funahashi et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017) and

Wnt (Easwaran et al., 2003; Lian et al., 2014; Wu et al.,

2015; Zhang et al., 2016) signaling. Further investigation

of the cross talk between these pathways is necessary for

a full understanding of the link between ECM engagement

and expression of endothelial genes. Taken together, these

pathways represent multiple possible avenues of endothe-

lial differentiation converging on b-catenin, which all

appear to play a role in ECM-guided differentiation, and

whose components may interact with one another in com-

plex ways to regulate endothelial gene expression.

Of the ECM proteins used in this study, two, LN411 and

LN511, are human recombinant proteins. The others are

isolated from human (FN), mouse (LN111), or bovine

(Col I) tissues. While use of human recombinant proteins

is ideal from an immunogenicity and purity perspective,

there are associated challenges that must be considered

in this context. ECM proteins undergo extensive post-

translational modifications, including glycosylation,

phosphorylation, acetylation, and cross-linking, to create
inase, Notch, and b-catenin eliminates the effect of ECM on

(red) and DAPI (blue) following differentiation on Col I or LN411 in
otch (Fli-06), or b-catenin (IWP2). C, collagen I; 411, laminin 411.
11 in the presence of inhibitors. n R 5 wells per condition, which
ition. ***p < 0.001. The large bracket indicates that all conditions
d LN411 DMSO at p < 0.001.
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Figure 5. Effect of activation of doxycycline-inducible sb-ca-
tenin on ECM-guided endothelial differentiation
(A) Representative immunofluorescence images showing CD31
staining (red) and DAPI (blue) following differentiation of isb-
catenin-inducible mESCs on collagen I or LN411 without and with
doxycycline to induce isb-catenin expression. C, collagen I; 411,
laminin 411; Dox, doxycycline.
(B) CD31 area normalized to DAPI area following differentiation on
Col I or LN411 with or without Dox to induce sb-catenin expression.
n R 8 wells per condition, which includes at least three inde-
pendent experimental replicates per condition. ***p < 0.001.
their complex 3D structures (Chang et al., 2016).While re-

combinant protein technology has moved closer to pro-

duction of proteins with posttranslational modifications,

they still remain a major challenge (Yang et al., 2018;

Walimbe and Panitch, 2020). Especially given the relative

dearth of research on LN411 and LN511, it must be

considered that the recombinant forms of these proteins

may not be as active as the native states, or that typically

inactive sites may be accessible due to altered final protein

structures. Further understanding of the posttranslational

modifications of laminin subtypes will be essential to

future studies.
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In conclusion, this study directly evaluated ECM coatings

for endothelial differentiation and found that LN411 alone

induces endothelial differentiation. The differentiation uses

human recombinant LN411 and defined medium formula-

tions, making it a xeno-free protocol for differentiation of

hiPSCs. The advantages of insoluble ECM as a signaling

molecule for differentiation allow for potential applications

in patterning of tissue types for tissue engineering and mi-

crophysiological systems, and a better understanding of

this signaling molecule could lead to improved differentia-

tion of endothelial cells for a variety of applications.

Limitations of the study
Further investigation into the mechanism of ECM-guided

endothelial differentiation and the role of ECM-ECM inter-

actions will be required to fully understand how ECM and

cells interact to lead to this change incell behavior. hiPSCex-

periments requiredFNto support cell adhesion,which could

potentially confound the results, as the effects of ECM on

cell behavior are not always additive. For example, ECMpro-

teins can interactwithoneanother to formnewbindingmo-

tifs orhidebindingmotifs. For this reason, anopportunity to

advance the field lies in the investigation of the effects of

combinations of ECMproteins on endothelial specification.

In addition, while inhibition of key pathways provides

strong evidence for the involvement of ILK, FAK, Notch,

and b-catenin in this differentiation, more comprehensive

pathway analysis is needed in the future andmay lead todis-

covery of additional key factors in the differentiation. This

may include PCR or western blot studies to further confirm

the proposed pathways as well as analysis of the required

timingof these signals. Finally, as sexdifferences inendothe-

lial differentiation have been reported (Randolph et al.,

2019), it will be important to determine how this differenti-

ation is affected by the sex of the iPSCs.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental model and subject details
hiPSCs were maintained with mTESR1 (STEMCELL) on Matrigel-

coated plates at 37�C. hiPSCs were passaged every 3–5 days using

ReLeSR (STEMCELL). hiPSCs were used between passages 40 and

70. hiPSCs were derived from male adult cardiac fibroblasts.

miPSCs (Van Laake et al., 2010) weremaintained inmaintenance

medium (Glasgowmodified essentialmedium [GMEM] + 10% fetal

bovine serum [FBS], 1% non-essential amino acids [NEAA], 1%

b-mercaptoethanol, 1% L-glutamine, 0.02 mg/mL leukemia inhibi-

tory factor [LIF]). Cells were fed on day 2 of culture and passaged at

day 3 tomaintain optimal cell density for pluripotency. At passage,

differentiated colonies were removed and cells were lifted from the

plate with 0.05% trypsin/EDTA. Cells were then seeded at 3,645

cells/cm2 onto gelatinized tissue culture plates and kept at 37�C.
miPSCs were derived from an 8-week-old male mouse.

ES-D3 mESCs were maintained identical to miPSCs with the

addition of 10 mg/mL of BMP-4 to maintenance medium. mESCs



Figure 6. Proposed mechanism for ECM-guided endothelial
differentiation
A schematic showing the proposed mechanism of endothelial dif-
ferentiation on laminin 411 (LN411). Signaling through focal
adhesion kinase (FAK), integrin-linked kinase (ILK), and Notch is
linked to active b-catenin and its activation of transcription fac-
tors, which lead to the expression of endothelial genes.
were derived from blastocysts of a 129S2/SvPasmouse. Sexwas not

reported.

The isb-cateninmouse ESC linewas generated by electroporating

ZX1 mouse ESCs (Iacovino et al., 2011) with p2Lox-sb-catenin

(Lindsley et al., 2006) and selecting under G418. The isb-catenin

inducible mESCs were maintained in maintenance medium

(DMEM knockout + 15% FBS, 1% Glutamax, 1% Pen/Strep, 1%

NEAA, 0.7% b-mercaptoethanol, 0.02 mg/mL LIF) with irradiated

mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs). MEFs were removed prior

to seeding on ECM.

Method details

ECM coating

Col I coatings were prepared in 0.1% acetic acid at a concentration

of 35.5 mg/mL. FNwas diluted to 75 mg/mL in deionized (DI) water.

Laminins 111, 411, and 511were diluted inDPBSwith calciumand

magnesium to concentrations of 15.8, 0.8, and 0.8 mg/mL. All solu-
tions were kept on ice during preparation. A solution volume of

200 mL was added to each well of a 96-well plate, which was then

incubated at 4�C for 24 h. The wells were then washed twice

with PBS and cells seeded immediately to prevent drying of the

coatings. ECM coating was confirmed via immunostaining. Pri-

mary antibodies were mouse anti-FN, Millipore Sigma, Cat. No.

32160702; rabbit anti-laminin b1, abcam, Cat. No. 109293; and

rabbit anti-Col I, abcam, Cat. No. 138492. Secondary antibodies

were goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 647, Invitrogen, Cat. No.

A21244, and goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647, Invitrogen, Cat.

No. A32728 (Figure S6).
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